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Solid fuel dominates the global power sector
Coal is still King



It is not possible to eliminate coal “overnight”. 



Fossil fuels are a Depleting Resource



Hydrocarbons are depleting AND the carbon dioxide from 
their combustion is steadily increasing the risk of negative 

environmental, economic, and social consequences.

Carbohydrates are renewing and can provide carbon 
neutral benefits in perpetuity.



How is solid fuel used in power generation?
669 Coal Power Stations in the US >150 MW



Almost all large utility power boilers are pulverized coal systems



Most smaller power boilers are fluid bed systems



PKS, chips, and pellets all work as fuel for circulating fluidized bed boilers (CFB).

Pulverized coal (PC) boilers need a fuel that can be pulverized! 

Pellets Pulverize. 

So for smaller typically “independent power producers” (IPPs), CFB 
boilers are common and their fuel menu is broad.

For large utility power producers, PC boilers are standard and their fuel 
menu is limited.



PKS “Specifications”

Less “friendly” than industrial pellets

Kcal/kg (not %) , gross as received 
(GAR) è

Next slide

Gross, not net, heating value) è



Material that was screened prior to barge loading in Indonesia.
Rocks, husks, plastic, dirt (not the chicken!)



PARAMETERS AND 
REJECTION LIMITS

Units

Physical parameters Limit Tolerance Limit Tolerance
Water content weight% ar ≤ 10 % 0,5% absolute ≤ 10 % 0,5% absolute

Bulk (apparent) density kg/m3 ≥ 600 2% of limit ≥ 600 2% of limit

Net calorific value at constant 
pressure

GJ/ton ar ≥ 16,5 0,3 GJ/ton ≥ 16,5 0,3 GJ/ton

Ash content weight% DM ≤ 1,0% 10% of limit ≤ 1,5% 10% of limit

Elementary composition
Cl weight% DM ≤ 0,03% 0,01% absolute ≤ 0,05 % 0,01% absolute

N weight% DM ≤ 0,3% 0,05% absolute ≤ 0,3 % 10% of limit

S weight% DM ≤ 0,15 % 0,01% absolute ≤ 0,2 % 20% of limit

I1 industrial I2 industrial

Wood Pellet Specifications







Output from NEW Forecasting Model of Delivered Wood Pellet Prices – by FutureMetrics





Pros and Cons



Palm Trees Fresh Fruit Bunch Fresh Fruit

Fresh Fruit cutDried Palm Nut

Mesocarp

Kernel Shell

Kernel

Palm Kernel Shells (PKS)

Palm Kernels

PKS is low cost and is a “waste” by-product of palm oil production

Thanks to Oliver Mauss for the images.
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Empty Fruit 
Bunch

(24.36%)

Crude Oil  
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Nut  
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(13.5%)

CPO  
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(5.62%)
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Animal Feed
(2.92%)

Kernel Oil  
(2.7%)

Fruit  
(62.97%)

The natural palm fruit or fresh fruit bunch (FFB) is processed with steam and mechanical separators to 
break the FFB into the following products and ratios. 

(Efficiency may vary depending on  the age of the mill, season, and species)

Crude palm oil (CPO) and palm kernel oil are the valued products.  



• Supply Risk
• Highly manual
• Multiple locations
• Weather / crop issues
• Unreliable suppliers / trucks
• Constant infrastructure issues

• Prepayment is standard and therefore risky

• Government Interference
• Export levy from $10 to $3 to $5 to $10/mt! In less than two years!

• Port congestion
• Loading risk?

• Indonesia Domestic Biomass Demand Increase
• Domestic biomass projects increasing
• Mills using PKS themselves

PKS is okay for small fluid bed boilers if they do not need a long-term 
supply agreement that is “bankable”

No bankable counterparty 
that can guarantee 
tonnage and price.

Sustainability certification 
is challenged.



Typical PKS aggregator

ç Screening           ↓ Barge Loading



Pinnacle’s Meadowbank BC 230,000 tonnes per year pellet plant



The capital investment required for the major fixed 
capital assets of a pellet factory means that the pellet 

producer is in it for the long run.

Long-term supply agreements are necessary.

Continuous production is necessary. 

The security of pellet fuel supply for the 
buyer is built into the business model. 



Pellets cost more per GJ.  

However many of the IPPs in Japan need long-term fuel 
supply contracts for pellets in order to de-risk their 
project’s ability to generate and thus service debt.

Fuel Security, Quality, Consistency, and 
Sustainability are Built into the Business Model



Smaller IPPs can use just about anything that burns.  
But financing requires a counterparty that can guarantee fuel delivery at 

known prices.

The utility sector can only use a pulverizable fuel.  
PKS and chips do not pulverize.

Most pellet producers offer a high quality, consistent, 
(pulverizable), and reliably delivered fuel with strong 

sustainability credentials; 
and that is worth the higher cost per GJ.
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